About us

tennisnuts.com is a trading name of AMT SPORTS LTD, Company reg No. 6265021 Reg. Office: Mandeville House, 45-47 Tudor Road, Harrow, HA3 5PQ

We have always been a specialist business with in depth knowledge about all tennis, badminton and squash rackets. We have been in business for 18 years, and have been growing steadily to the point where we now have 2 stores, a mail order business and the most comprehensive racket sports website in Europe.

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE:
01923 77 99 22

All prices correct at the time of going to press. E&OE.
Free postage & packing on all orders over £70.
It is very easy to order online but you can always phone up to order.

RETURNS: We strongly advice customers to send returns back using a secure method e.g. recorded delivery or similar to our warehouse at: AMT Sports Ltd, Unit 4, Olds Approach, Tolpits Lane, Watford WD18 9XT

ORDER ON-LINE SAFELY & SECURELY ONLINE ORDERS ARE GIVEN PRIORITY

tennisnuts.com is a trading name of AMT SPORTS LTD, Company reg No. 6265021 Reg. Office: Mandeville House, 45-47 Tudor Road, Harrow, HA3 3PO

NORTHWOOD STORE
24, JOEL STREET, NORTHWOOD HILLS, MIDDLESEX, HA6 1PF
TEL/FAX: 01923-827637
sales@tennisnuts.com
9.30 am to 5.30 pm Mon to Sat (1 pm closing on Wednesdays)

SOUTHGATE STORE
43 CHASE SIDE, SOUTHGATE, LONDON N14 5BP TEL: 020-8882-5741,
sales@tennisnuts.com
10 am to 5.30 pm Mon to Sat (1 pm closing on Wednesdays).
W: 245g  L: 26"  H: 100"  B: 340mm  P: 5

Style: Nike C3 HRM
Model: WR0131901
SRP: £49.99 Our Price: £36.99

Style: Nike Imara HRM
Model: WR032901
SRP: £78.99 Our Price: £58.99

Style: Nike Triax Fury 100
Model: WR0140001
SRP: £69.99 Our Price: £49.99

Style: Nike Triax Fury 100
Model: WR0140012
SRP: £69.99 Our Price: £49.99

AeroPro Drive
Buy 2 Adult AeroPro Drive Rackets, 12 racket Aero Bag, free Nadal book & cap
SRP: £409.97
£299.99

OFFER 1

AeroPro Drive
Buy 1 Adult AeroPro Drive Racket, 6 racket Aero Bag, free Nadal book & cap
SRP: £229.99
£159.99

OFFER 2

AeroPro Drive JR
Buy 1 Junior AeroPro Drive JR Racket, Aero Backpack, free Nadal book & cap
SRP: £124.98
£84.99

OFFER 3

W: 235g  L: 26"  H: 100"  B: 350mm  P: 5

Style: Nike Triax Blaze
Model: WK0001900

Style: Nike Triax Blaze
Model: WK0008410

Style: Nike Triax Fly
Model: WK0006491

Style: Nike Triax Blaze
Model: WK0008901

As used by Nadal

For a full list of Nike Watches & Heart Rate Monitors visit tennisnuts.com
**Tennis Balls**

- **Tennis Ball Prices**
  - Slazenger Wimbíl Ultra (4 ball can) £14.99
  - Slazenger Championship £13.99
  - Slazenger Open £11.99
  - Slazenger Extra Life £10.00

- **Coaching/Training Balls**
  - Tretorn Micro X £17.99
  - Tretorn Championship £12.00

- **Advanced Micro Cell**
  - The Micro X performs like a tournament ball and is for advanced players.
  - Neither pressurized nor permanent pressure™, Tretorn's micro cellular technology is patented worldwide and recognized for superior feel and maximum durability on all court surfaces.

- **New Wilson Australian Open Ball**
  - Thicker felt makes ball play more stable and solid.

- **AquaShield Felt - Davis Cup**
  - Before felt is even woven, fibers are treated in a chemical bath to become water resistant.
  - Supreme play felt enhanced with AquaShield for moisture resistance.

- **Micro X**
  - Powered by 700 million micro cells.
  - Balanced core for more consistent bounce.
  - Increased durability and consistency.
  - New Wilson Australian Open Ball originated from Wilson's innovative FeltTech™ technology.
  - The Micro X offers enhanced playability and moisture resistance.

- **Tretorn**
  - Tretorn Micro X
  - Better feel and maximum durability on all court surfaces.

- **Wilson**
  - Wilson Titanium £11.99
  - Wilson US Open £11.99
  - Wilson Fort Elite (NEW) £16.99
  - Head ATP Tour £12.99
  - Tretorn coach £12.00
  - Tretorn Championship £13.99
  - Slazenger Championship £13.99
  - Slazenger Open £11.99
  - Slazenger Extra Life £10.00

- **Head**
  - Head RADIcal £9.99
  - Head TEAM £8.99

- **Pro Kennex**
  - Pro Kennex Mini Tennis Balls £12.00
  - Pro Kennex Mini Red £12.00
  - Pro Kennex Mini Orange £12.00
  - Pro Kennex Mini Green £12.00

- **Karakal**
  - Karakal Mini Tennis Balls £12.00
  - Karakal Mini Red £12.00
  - Karakal Mini Orange £12.00
  - Karakal MID Green £12.00

- **K-Troten Academy (orange)** £13.99
  - K-Troten Fusilite (green) £13.99
  - K-Troten RED Oversize £16.99

- **Other Tennis Balls**
  - Slazenger Orange £17.00
  - Slazenger Green £18.00
  - Slazenger SHORTEX £19.00
  - Slazenger FOAM £18.00

- **Price Mini Tennis Balls**
  - Price mini RED tennis balls £21.73

**Price Breakdowns**

- **Price Mini Tennis Balls**
  - Price mini RED tennis balls £21.73

**New Wilson Australian Open Ball**

- Thicker felt makes ball play more stable and solid.

**AquaShield Felt - Davis Cup**

- Before felt is even woven, fibers are treated in a chemical bath to become water resistant.
- Supreme play felt enhanced with AquaShield for moisture resistance.
The new Aero Pro Drive Series incorporates a revolutionary technology “Cortex System”. Whereas previously dampening systems have been targeted at game improvement and club racquets Babolat has engineered a unique vibration filter that maintains the positive feedback sought after by performance players yet eliminates undesirable vibrations that can lead to injury.

**Aero Storm Tour**

**Aero Pro Drive+**

**Aero Strike**

**Aero 112**

**SRP:** £169.99  
**OUR:** £144.50

**SRP:** £149.99  
**OUR:** £127.50

**SRP:** £139.99  
**OUR:** £119

**SRP:** £129.99  
**OUR:** £119

**SRP:** £89.99  
**OUR:** £77

**SRP:** £139.99  
**OUR:** £119

**SRP:** £129.99  
**OUR:** £119

**SRP:** £149.99  
**OUR:** £128

**SRP:** £129.99  
**OUR:** £119

**SRP:** £249.99  
**OUR:** £212.50

___

Andy Roddick plays Pure Drive Roddick GT+  

*New*  

Tour mains & VS crosses

---

**FREE OF CHARGE**

Buy any 2 “Babolat Adult tennis racquets with a SRP of £99.99 or above and receive 4 tubes of Babolat Championship Gold Tennis balls Free of Charge.”

*Offer must be quoted when placing order. While stocks last.*

---

**SRP:** £279.00  
**OUR:** £234

**SRP:** £159.99  
**OUR:** £129

**SRP:** £129.99  
**OUR:** £119

**SRP:** £129.99  
**OUR:** £119

**SRP:** £139.99  
**OUR:** £119

**SRP:** £129.99  
**OUR:** £119

**SRP:** £249.99  
**OUR:** £212.50
80% of all tennis movements are either lateral or diagonal. Footwork during this type of movement is critical to improved shot making. Exact technology enables quicker push off from recovery as well as faster & more efficient footwork during these movement phases.

Collaboration between the Babolat & Michelin Research & Development departments has resulted in a unique bi-sculptural solid rubber outsole providing the very best traction & durability for high level players.

Vibrakill is a cushioning device constructed from Rubber EVA. Placed in both the forefoot & rearfoot it uses two different thicknesses & densities to answer the specific cushioning and recovery needs created by tennis movements.

For a full range of Babolat products visit tennisnuts.com
FREE OF CHARGE
Buy any Head racket on this page over £89.99 and get FREE 3 cans of team balls.
While stocks last.

Airflow 5
SRP: £159.99
OUR PRICE: CALL
W: 255g
H: 125" B: 30/30 P: 9
230139

Airflow 7
SRP: £179.99
OUR PRICE: CALL
W: 245g
H: 115" B: 28/30 P: 9
230129

Crossbow 6
SRP: £199.99
OUR PRICE: CALL
W: 235g
H: 112" B: 30/30 P: 9
230049

Crossbow 10
SRP: £249.99
OUR PRICE: CALL
W: 225g
H: 108" B: 30/30 P: 10
230039

Tennis
Squash
Badminton
Apparel
Footwear

Extreme Series

Djokovic Monstercombi
283870 • SRP: £69.99

Djokovic Backpack
283890 • SRP: £39.99

Radical Series

Radical Tennis
283420 • SRP: £49.99

Radical Supercombi
283430 • SRP: £39.99

Radical Combi
283440 • SRP: £34.99

Radical Pro
283450 • SRP: £29.99

Tour Team Monstercombi
283230 • SRP: £59.99

Tour Team Combi
283220 • SRP: £59.99

Tour Team Series

Radical Backpack
283350 • SRP: £59.99

Radical Backpack
283340 • SRP: £59.99

Radical backpack
283330 • SRP: £59.99

Tour Team Tennis
283320 • SRP: £59.99

Tour Team Series

FREE OF CHARGE
Buy any Head racket on this page over £89.99 and get FREE 3 cans of team balls.
While stocks last.
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OUR PRICE: CALL
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H: 112" B: 30/30 P: 9
230049
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OUR PRICE: CALL
W: 225g
H: 108" B: 30/30 P: 10
230039
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Djokovic Backpack
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Radical Series

Radical Tennis
283420 • SRP: £49.99
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283430 • SRP: £39.99

Radical Combi
283440 • SRP: £34.99

Radical Pro
283450 • SRP: £29.99

Tour Team Monstercombi
283230 • SRP: £59.99

Tour Team Combi
283220 • SRP: £59.99

Tour Team Series

Radical Backpack
283350 • SRP: £59.99

Radical Backpack
283340 • SRP: £59.99

Radical backpack
283330 • SRP: £59.99

Tour Team Tennis
283320 • SRP: £59.99

Tour Team Series
We know you demand exceptional stability for more kontrol™.
We know FX™, our new Quad Shaft™ frame design, will exceed your expectations.
FX (Factor Multiplied) takes the Tour proven kFactor® technology to the next level.
And we know... One of these rackets is right for you.

We know you demand exceptional stability for more kontrol™.
We know FX™, our new Quad Shaft™ frame design, will exceed your expectations.
FX (Factor Multiplied) takes the Tour proven kFactor® technology to the next level.
And we know... One of these rackets is right for you.

FREE OF CHARGE
Buy any Wilson racket over £99.99 get FREE 3 cans of Wilson Championship balls
While stocks last.

We know you demand exceptional stability for more kkontrol™.
We know FX™, our new Quad Shaft™ frame design, will exceed your expectations.
FX (Factor Multiplied) takes the Tour proven kFactor® technology to the next level.
And we know... One of these rackets is right for you.

We know you demand exceptional stability for more kontrol™.
We know FX™, our new Quad Shaft™ frame design, will exceed your expectations.
FX (Factor Multiplied) takes the Tour proven kFactor® technology to the next level.
And we know... One of these rackets is right for you.

FREE OF CHARGE
Buy any Wilson racket over £99.99 get FREE 3 cans of Wilson Championship balls
While stocks last.

We know you demand exceptional stability for more kkontrol™.
We know FX™, our new Quad Shaft™ frame design, will exceed your expectations.
FX (Factor Multiplied) takes the Tour proven kFactor® technology to the next level.
And we know... One of these rackets is right for you.

We know you demand exceptional stability for more kontrol™.
We know FX™, our new Quad Shaft™ frame design, will exceed your expectations.
FX (Factor Multiplied) takes the Tour proven kFactor® technology to the next level.
And we know... One of these rackets is right for you.

FREE OF CHARGE
Buy any Wilson racket over £99.99 get FREE 3 cans of Wilson Championship balls
While stocks last.

We know you demand exceptional stability for more kkontrol™.
We know FX™, our new Quad Shaft™ frame design, will exceed your expectations.
FX (Factor Multiplied) takes the Tour proven kFactor® technology to the next level.
And we know... One of these rackets is right for you.

FREE OF CHARGE
Buy any Wilson racket over £99.99 get FREE 3 cans of Wilson Championship balls
While stocks last.
TENNIS

The Challenger has the same fit and many of the same features of the Resolution: rearfoot and forefoot GEL for excellent cushioning and shock absorption, DuoTruss and lateral forefoot wraps for excellent support in all directions, P Guard toe reinforcements and AHAR+ outsole to provide durability exactly where it is required.

MEN’S GEL-RESOLUTION 2
Size: 6-12 | 13
SSP £85.00
Our Price: Call
Black/White/Lightning

MEN’S GEL-RESOLUTION 2
Size: 6-13
SSP £85.00 Our Price: Call
White/Black/Lime

MEN’S GEL-ADVANTAGE 2
Size: 6-13
SSP £85.00 Our Price: Call
White/Lightening/Azure Blue

MEN’S GEL-RESOLUTION 2
Size: 6-12 | 13
SSP £85.00
Our Price: Call
Black/White/Lightning

MEN’S GEL-HYPER CUSHION
Size: 6-13
SSP £65.00
Our Price: Call
White/Black/Lime

MEN’S GEL-ADVANTAGE 2
Size: 6-13
SSP £85.00 Our Price: Call
White/Black/Lime

MEN’S GEL-CHALLENGER 2
Size: 4-9
SSP £65.00
Our Price: Call
White/Lightening/Lime

WOMEN’S GEL-RESOLUTION 2
Size: 4.5-9
SSP £65.00 Our Price: Call
White/Lightening/Poppy Red

WOMEN’S GEL-RESOLUTION 2
Size: 4-10
SSP £65.00
Our Price: Call
White/Black/Lime

WOMEN’S GEL-RESOLUTION 2
Size: 6-13
SSP £85.00
Our Price: Call
White/Black/Lime

WOMEN’S GEL-GAME 2
Size: 4-9
SSP £55.00
Our Price: Call
White/White/Grenadine

WOMEN’S GEL-ADVANTAGE 2
Size: 4-9
SSP £35.00
Our Price: Call
White/Lightening/Azure Blue

WOMEN’S GEL-GAME 2 OC
Size: 4-9
SSP £55.00
Our Price: Call
White/Black/Lime

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
Black

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
Real White

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
White

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
Lightening

JUNIOR RESOLUTION 2 GS
Size: 13 - 5.5
SSP £55.00
Our Price: Call
White/Black/Lime

JUNIOR RESOLUTION 2 GS
Size: 13 - 5.5
SSP £55.00
Our Price: Call
Black/White

JUNIOR RESOLUTION 2 GS
Size: 13 - 5.5
SSP £55.00
Our Price: Call
White/Black/Lime

JUNIOR GEL-DEDICATE GS
Size: 13 - 5.5
SSP £25.00
Our Price: Call
White/Black/Pale Gold

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
White

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
Lightening

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
Black

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
Real White

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
White

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
Lightening

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
Black

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
Real White

SENSEI CREW SOCK
Size: S-XL
SSP £9.00
Our Price: Call
White
### Tennis Footwear

**Men's Defier-miSOUL Tech**
- White-Black-Silver • Sizes: 6-13
- £89.99 (Women's Defier-miSOUL Tech)
- White-Silver • Sizes: 3-8
- £89.99

**Light 1.0 for match days**
**Cushion 1.0 for practice days**

- The world's most versatile tennis shoe featuring miSOUL technology; a modular, individualized sole system engineered for customized performance.

**Men's Crew Neck Tee**
- £29.99 • S-XXL • 100238

**Men's Sublimated Polo**
- £34.99 • S-XXL • 100239

**Women's Deep V Tank**
- £24.99 • XS-XXL • 19583

**Free bag with any shoe over £50**

**Men's Team Polo**
- £24.99 • S-XXL • 100247

**Men's Team Woven Short**
- £24.99 • S-XXL • 100248

**Women's Zip Front Polo**
- £24.99 • XS-XXL • 19586

**Women's Pleased Skirt**
- £34.99 • XS-XXL • 19588

**Optim Omni**
- £24.99 • 10-5/2 • 81065195

**Optim Strap**
- £24.99 • 10-5/2 • 82101149

**Women's Wrap Skirt**
- £34.99 • XS-XXL • 19589

**Women's Five Stripe Tank**
- £19.99 • XS-XXL • 19594

**Women's Pleated Skirt**
- £59.99 • Sizes: 6-12 • 01937129

**Women's K-Force Omni**
- £49.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 92128155

**Optim Strap**
- £24.99 • 10-5/2 • 82101149

**Optim Omni**
- £24.99 • 10-5/2 • 81065195

**Women's Five Stripe Tank**
- £19.99 • XS-XXL • 19594

**Women's Deep V Tank**
- £24.99 • XS-XXL • 19583

**Free bag with any shoe over £50**

- The world's most versatile tennis shoe featuring miSOUL technology; a modular, individualized sole system engineered for customized performance.

**Glaciator® SCD**
- White-Platinum-Navy
- 0184177/91184177 • Men's Sizes: 6-13 • Women's Sizes: 3-8
- £79.99

- Also available in Omni

**Men's Accomplish Carpet**
- White-Black
- £59.99 • Sizes: 6-12 • 01937129

**Women's K-Force Carpet**
- White-Blue
- £49.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 92128155

**Women's Wrap Skirt**
- £34.99 • XS-XXL • 19589

- The Glaciator SCD is designed to keep tennis player's feet cool and dry in the heat of a match

**Women's K-Force**
- White-Silver
- £49.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 92127155

**Men's Vibrant II™**
- White-Navy-Sky
- £34.99 • Sizes: 6-13 • 01159189

**Women's Vibrant III™**
- White-Silver
- £34.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 92175147

**Men's Team Woven Short**
- £24.99 • S-XXL • 100248

**Women's Zip Front Polo**
- £24.99 • XS-XXL • 19586

**Women's Five Stripe Tank**
- £19.99 • XS-XXL • 19594

**Women's Pleated Skirt**
- £59.99 • Sizes: 6-12 • 01937129

**Women's K-Force**
- White-Silver
- £49.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 92127155

**Women's Trendling Shirt**
- White-Navy
- £39.99 • Sizes: 6-12 • 01937129

**Women's Pleated Skirt**
- £59.99 • Sizes: 6-12 • 01937129

**Women's Five Stripe Tank**
- £19.99 • XS-XXL • 19594

**Women's Deep V Tank**
- £24.99 • XS-XXL • 19583

**Free bag with any shoe over £50**

- The world's most versatile tennis shoe featuring miSOUL technology; a modular, individualized sole system engineered for customized performance.

**Men's Stabilor™**
- White-Oly Blue-Grey

**Women's Ascendor™**
- White
- £69.99 • Sizes: 6-12 • 0545183

**Men's Defier RS™**
- White-Navy-Silver
- £64.99 • Sizes: 6-13 • 01033167

**Women's Defier RS™**
- White-Blue Heaven-Silver
- £64.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 91033163

**Men's Crew Neck Tee**
- £29.99 • S-XXL • 100238

**Men's Sublimated Polo**
- £34.99 • S-XXL • 100239

**Women's Deep V Tank**
- £24.99 • XS-XXL • 19583

**Free bag with any shoe over £50**

**Men's Team Polo**
- £24.99 • S-XXL • 100247

**Men's Team Woven Short**
- £24.99 • S-XXL • 100248

**Women's Zip Front Polo**
- £24.99 • XS-XXL • 19586

**Women's Wrap Skirt**
- £34.99 • XS-XXL • 19588

**Women's Five Stripe Tank**
- £19.99 • XS-XXL • 19594

**Women's Pleated Skirt**
- £59.99 • Sizes: 6-12 • 01937129

**Women's K-Force Carpet**
- White-Silver
- £49.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 92128155

**Women's K-Force**
- White-Silver
- £49.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 92127155

**Men's K-Force Carpet**
- White-Blue
- £49.99 • Sizes: 6-12 • 02349167

**Women's K-Force**
- White-Silver
- £49.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 92127155

**Women's Five Stripe Tank**
- £19.99 • XS-XXL • 19594

**Women's Deep V Tank**
- £24.99 • XS-XXL • 19583

**Free bag with any shoe over £50**

- The world's most versatile tennis shoe featuring miSOUL technology; a modular, individualized sole system engineered for customized performance.

**Glaciator® SCD**
- White-Platinum-Navy
- 0184177/91184177 • Men's Sizes: 6-13 • Women's Sizes: 3-8
- £79.99

- Also available in Omni

**Men's Defier™**
- White-Navy-Silver
- £64.99 • Sizes: 6-13 • 01033167

**Women's Defier™**
- White-Blue Heaven-Silver
- £64.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 91033163

**Men's Stabilor™**
- White-Oly Blue-Grey

**Women's Ascendor™**
- White
- £69.99 • Sizes: 6-12 • 0545183

**Men's Defier RS™**
- White-Navy-Silver
- £64.99 • Sizes: 6-13 • 01033167

**Women's Defier RS™**
- White-Blue Heaven-Silver
- £64.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 91033163

**Men's Accomplish carpet**
- White-Black
- £59.99 • Sizes: 6-12 • 01937129

**Women's K-Force Carpet**
- White-Silver
- £49.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 92128155

**Men's K-Force**
- White-Navy
- £49.99 • Sizes: 6-12 • 02349167

**Women's K-Force**
- White-Silver
- £49.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 92127155

**Women's K-Force Carpet**
- White-Silver
- £49.99 • Sizes: 6-12 • 02349167

**Women's K-Force**
- White-Silver
- £49.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 92127155

**Men's Vibrant II™**
- White-Navy-Sky
- £34.99 • Sizes: 6-13 • 01159189

**Women's Vibrant III™**
- White-Silver
- £34.99 • Sizes: 3-8 • 92175147
junior tennis

Tennis Squash Badminton Apparel Footwear

Wilson [K] 26
Wilson [K] Blade 26
Wilson [K] Six.One 26/25
Wilson Blade Series
Wilson Federer Series

W: 271g
H: 290mm
L: 26”
SRP: £79.99
OUR PRICE: Call

W: 273g
H: 290mm
L: 26”
26” 25” 23” 21”
Titanium Alloy
SRP: £49.99
OUR PRICE: Call

W: 273s
H: 290mm
L: 26”
25”
SRP: £69.99
OUR PRICE: £59.99

W: 273s
H: 290mm
L: 26”
26” 25” 23” 21”
SRP: £16.99
OUR PRICE: Call

junior tennis

Tennis Squash Badminton Apparel Footwear

Babolat Nadal Junior Series 110, 125, 140,145

110 SRP: £17.99
SRP: from £15.99
OUR PRICE: Call

125 SRP: £19.99
SRP: from £19.99
OUR PRICE: Call

140 SRP: £23.99
OUR PRICE: Call

141 SRP: £22.99
OUR PRICE: Call

Dunlop Aerogel 4D 5 Hundred Series 19”, 21”, 23”, 25”

SRP: from £19.99
OUR PRICE: Call

Babolat AeroPro Drive

SRP: £59.99
OUR PRICE: £59.99

Babolat Pure Drive Junior 25

SRP: £59.99
OUR PRICE: £50.99

Babolat Pure Junior 25/26

SRP: £59.99
OUR PRICE: £39.99

Babolat Roddick 110, 125, 140,145

SRP: from £24.99

Prince Air-0 Team 19”-25”

SRP: from £17.50
OUR PRICE: Call

Prince Air-0 Sharapova 19”-25”

SRP: £49.99
OUR PRICE: £49.99

Prince O3 Hybrid Rebel 26

SRP: £59.99
OUR PRICE: £79.99

Wilson [KOBRA] 26

SRP: £65.99
OUR PRICE: £65.99

Wilson [K] Tour 26

SRP: £55.99
OUR PRICE: £55.99

Dunlop 4D 5 Hundred Twenty 6

SRP: £59.99
OUR PRICE: £59.99

Yonex RQiS 26

SRP: £49.99
OUR PRICE: £49.99

Yonex RQiS 26

SRP: £49.99
OUR PRICE: £49.99

Prince O3 Hybrid Sharapova

SRP: £59.99
OUR PRICE: £79.99
LUNARLITE VAPOUR
Sizes: 6-13
Our Price: £84.99 • 385714
The ultimate in Nike technology to provide elite players the lightest and fastest shoe on the tour. Roger Federer’s weapon of choice.

Men’s backspin polo
£29.99 • S-XXL • 363589

Men’s classic cap
£9.99 • S-XXL • 371205

Men’s Core warm up pant
£29.99 • S-XXL • 370181

Federer Polo
£34.99 • XS-XXL • 363582

Federer Woven Shorts
£24.99 • XS-XXL • 363587

All Court Practice Tee
£17.99 • XS-XXL • 363675

R.F. Cap
£14.99 • 371202

Signature Bandana • £9.99

Signature Wristband • £6.99

Federer Warmup
£69.99 • XS-XXL • 386177

AIR MAX COURTBALLISTIC 2.3 • Sizes: 6-13
Our Price: £84.99 • 386171

£44.99 • S-XXL • 372248
Nadal Rush & Crush Crew

£24.99 • S-XXL • 363328
Nadal Slam Shock Crew

£24.99 • S-XXL • 363611
Slam Shock Short

£22.99 • S-XXL • 363615
Nadal Rush & Crush Short

£27.99 • S-XXL • 363588
Slam Shock Crew

£9.99 • AD1712
Signature Bandana
WOMEN’S CLOTHING RANGE

Women’s Swoosh Tee
363368 • Sizes: XS-XXL
Our Price: £16.99

Women’s Border Tank
387270 • Sizes: XS-XXL
Our Price: £22.99

Women’s Border Jacket
350959 • Sizes: XS-XXL
Our Price: £34.90

Women’s Border Pants
350960 • Sizes: XS-XXL
Our Price: £29.99

Women’s Border Skirt
£27.99 • XS-XXL • 350957

Women’s Knit Short
£24.99 • XS-XXL • 350949

NEW PRO RANGE FOR JAN 2010

MEN’S BARRICADE V
G17112 • Sizes: 6-11.5
Our Price: £84.99

MEN’S COMP TRADE POLO
P95662/3 • Sizes: S-XXL
Our Price: £32.99

MEN’S COMP BERMUDA
S-XXL P95656/5
Our Price: £27.99

Tennis RB M 09
£39.99 • E44609

Tennis WB L
£5.99 • E17496

Tennis ESS 3S Cap
£9.99 • P40926

Tennis Visor
£9.99 • P42519

Tennis WB L
£9.99 • E17496

Tennis ESS 3S Cap
£9.99 • P40926

Tennis Visor
£9.99 • P42519

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£44.99 • S-XXL • P95648

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645

Men’s Comp Wv Track
£39.99 • S-XXL • P95645
Bollé’s COMPETITION® lenses act like a filter to mute the colour spectrum except optic yellow, making the ball pop out of the background. The frames include rubber nose pads and temple tips to provide ultimate comfort and security during active use. Bollé’s competition lens is so effective, they are the official supplier of sunglasses to Tennis Coach UK. Interchangeable lenses are offered on Swiftkicks and Warrant.

With their razor sharp design, Bollé Edge (M/L fit) & Microedge (S/M fit) sunglasses launch fashion into the future. Featuring a lightweight and frameless design with sleek lines and a comfortable, ergonomic fit. These advanced TENNIS sunglasses (featuring COMPETITION lenses) will leave your friends decades behind you!

Futuristic Wrap around styling rubber Grips & Ergonomic Nose Rest.

OFFICIAL SUPPLIER OF
tenniscoachUK

SRP: £127.99
Warrant with interchangeable Competivision & Polarisied Smoke lenses

SRP: £105.99
Swiftkick with interchangeable Competivision & Gun lenses • SRP: £105.99

SRP: £63.99
Rattler Tortoiseshell with brown lenses

SRP: £79.99
Optical adaptor designed so the wearer can wear prescription lenses with the Swiftkick. The adaptor clips into the Swiftkick frame and gives the wearer the benefit of being able to change lenses depending on the weather or their sport. The adaptor clips behind the tough shatterproof Swiftkick lenses which will also protect the patient’s prescription lenses.

Clutch Competivision Lens • SRP: £74.99

SRP: £24.99
Optical adaptor SRP: £24.99

SRP: £22.99
Recall Junior - Age 4-8 • SRP: £22.99

SRP: £24.99
Beaumont (Zoom Red) - Age 10-12 • SRP: £24.99

SRP: £24.99
Beaumont (Race Car Blue) - Age 10-12 • SRP: £24.99

Serpent Junior (Shiny Pink) - Age 4-8 • SRP: £22.99

Visit tennissnuts.com for our full range of FILA adult and junior apparel

TANK & SKORT ALSO AVAILABLE IN WHITE

WOMEN’S NAVY TANK - £27.99
UA000567 • S-XL

WOMEN’S NAVY SKIRT - £29.99
UA000568 • S-XL

WOMEN’S NAVY POLO - £34.99 (Also available in white)
UA000055 • S-XL

Men’s POLO RED - £34.99
AP00051 • S-3XL

Men’s CREW NAVY - £29.99
AP00052 • WHITE • S-3XL

Men’s CREW NUTS ALSO AVAILABLE IN WHITE

Men’s SWEATER VEST - £39.99
AP00057 • 3-3XL

Men’s TRACKSUIT - £69.99
AP01448 • S-3XL

CREW ALSO AVAILABLE IN BLACK

Men’s CREW WHITE - £29.99
AP00051 • S-3XL

Men’s SHORTS NAVY - £29.99

Without Competivision

With Competivision
Tennis Squash Badminton Apparel Footwear

CENTRING 8000 FREE STANDING MANUAL

£429.00 COMPLETE WITH TOOLS

Specifications: • Six-point, suspension mounting system • Manual crank spring tensioning system • Linear ball bearing string gripper • 9-102 pound tension range in both pound and kilogram scales (4.6-46 kilograms) • 360 degree swivel turntable with brake • Four diamond-coated, heavy-duty dual-action stainless steel swivel clamps (fixed clamps): 2 PN-1003 tennis clamps. Handle any diagonal stringing (fan patterned frames)

1 year manufacturers guarantee

BADMINTON CLAMPS (WHEN PURCHASED WITH A MACHINE)

£14.99

BADMINTON CLAMPS

£29.99

CENTRING 3800T - TABLETOP ELECTRONIC MACHINE £599.00 COMPLETE WITH TOOLS FREE DELIVERY TO U.K. MAINLAND.

Specifications: • Six-point, suspension mounting system • True constant pull tensioning system • All-metal diamond-coated, Linear ball bearing, rotational string gripper • 11-90 pound (4.5-40.9 kilograms) tension range • 360 degree swivel turntable • Two slim diamond-coated, heavy-duty dual-action thumb-adjustable stainless steel swivel clamps (PN-1012): 2 PN-1012 tennis clamps • Handle any diagonal stringing (fan patterned frames)

Features:
1. Microprocessor controlled, electronic pulling and monitoring system provides the precise tension control and also displays the actual pulling tension.
2. Multiple speed settings for fast and slow pulls
3. Pre-stretch option • 5% or 10% pre-stretch over the set tension.
4. Knot overtensioning option increases the current tension by 10%. This design is to reduce the amount of tension lost when tying off.
5. Two programmable tension memory banks
6. Self-test diagnostic feature
7. Unique power selection switch for the desired voltage 100/110V or 220/240V.
8. Power input with fuse protection • Six-point, suspensio mounting system provides 10-point maximum supports and eliminates any racquet distortion.
9. Micro-adjustable head and thread mounting posts, very easy to adjust. • 4 individually adjustable shoulder-support arms (heavy-duty) • Padded K-shaped side supports • Padded head and throat mounting posts secure any frame (including deep V-shaped throats), no cosmetic damage to any frame. • Linear ball bearing string gripper: there is no string pull or muscle to use. Also no crimp or damage to any string. Easy fingertip to activate the tension pull. See operating procedures. • Dual-action swivel clamps can move in any direction up and down; and can handle all types of racquets without extra accessories. • 2 chrome diamond-coated, thumb-adjustable stainless steel swivel clamps (PN-1012). Stringing has never been as easy and efficient as it is now with the Eagnas thumb-adjustable clamp. • All-metal spring-assisted swivel clamp base: much easier to use and no muscle needed. Just need one-eighth turn to lock and release the base. See operating procedures. • 360 degree racquet rotator • Convenient tool storage area • Multi-use base with level-adjustable pads • Height adjustable, easy to adjust and string in a more relaxed posture • Tools: 1 6mm allen wrench, 1 5mm allen wrench, 1 3mm allen wrench • Free stringing tools: 1 DP-507 diagonal cutter, 1 NP-500 needle nose pliers, 1 BS-809 tennis awl, and 1 PN-3092 string mover • User’s manual • Free illustrated stringing tutorial guide: show you how to string racquets step by step • String all racquets: tennis, oversized tennis, widebodies, longbodies, fan patterned, squash, racquetball, and badminton. • Easy to convert to table-top stringing machine; just need to remove the stand.

1 year manufacturers guarantee

CENTRING 7000 Tabletop manual

£349.00 COMPLETE WITH TOOLS FREE DELIVERY TO U.K. MAINLAND.

Specifications: • Six-point, suspension mounting system • Manual crank spring tensioning system • Linear ball bearing string gripper • 9-102 pound tension range in both pound and kilogram scales (4.6-46 kilograms) • 360 degree swivel turntable with brake • Four diamond-coated, heavy-duty dual-action stainless steel swivel clamps (fixed clamps): 2 PN-1003 tennis clamps. Handle any diagonal stringing (fan patterned frames)

1 year manufacturers guarantee

CENTRING BADMINTON STRINGING MACHINE (+CARRYING CASE)

£224.00 COMPLETE WITH TOOLS FREE DELIVERY TO U.K. MAINLAND.

Specifications: • Six-point, suspension mounting system with micro-adjustable head and throat mounting posts. Manual crank spring tensioning system. Linear ball bearing string gripper: 5-55 pound tension range in pound scales and 2.4-24 kilogram tension range in kilogram scale. 360 degree rotation. 2 floating clamps (flying clamps)

1 year manufacturers guarantee

CENTRING 8000 FREE STANDING MANUAL

£429.00 COMPLETE WITH TOOLS

Specifications: • Six-point, suspension mounting system • Manual crank spring tensioning system • Linear ball bearing spring gripper • 5-102 pound tension range in both pound and kilogram scales (4.6-46 kilograms) • 360 degree swivel turntable with brake • Four diamond-coated, heavy-duty dual-action stainless steel swivel clamps (fixed clamps): 2 PN-1003 tennis clamps. Handle any diagonal stringing (fan patterned frames)

1 year manufacturers guarantee

BADMINTON CLAMPS (WHEN PURCHASED WITH A MACHINE)

£14.99

BADMINTON CLAMPS

£29.99

CENTRING 3800T - TABLETOP ELECTRONIC MACHINE £599.00 COMPLETE WITH TOOLS FREE DELIVERY TO U.K. MAINLAND.

Specifications: • Six-point, suspension mounting system • True constant pull tensioning system • All-metal diamond-coated, Linear ball bearing, rotational string gripper • 11-90 pound (4.5-40.9 kilograms) tension range • 360 degree swivel turntable • Two slim diamond-coated, heavy-duty dual-action thumb-adjustable stainless steel swivel clamps (PN-1012): 2 PN-1012 tennis clamps • Handle any diagonal stringing (fan patterned frames)

Features:
1. Microprocessor controlled, electronic pulling and monitoring system provides the precise tension control and also displays the actual pulling tension.
2. Multiple speed settings for fast and slow pulls
3. Pre-stretch option • 5% or 10% pre-stretch over the set tension.
4. Knot overtensioning option increases the current tension by 10%. This design is to reduce the amount of tension lost when tying off.
5. Two programmable tension memory banks
6. Self-test diagnostic feature
7. Unique power selection switch for the desired voltage 100/110V or 220/240V.
8. Power input with fuse protection • Six-point, suspension mounting system provides 10-point maximum supports and eliminates any racquet distortion.
9. Micro-adjustable head and thread mounting posts, very easy to adjust. • 4 individually adjustable shoulder-support arms (heavy-duty) • Padded K-shaped side supports • Padded head and throat mounting posts secure any frame (including deep V-shaped throats), no cosmetic damage to any frame. • Linear ball bearing string gripper: there is no string pull or muscle to use. Also no crimp or damage to any string. Easy fingertip to activate the tension pull. See operating procedures. • Dual-action swivel clamps can move in any direction up and down; and can handle all types of racquets without extra accessories. • 2 chrome diamond-coated, thumb-adjustable stainless steel swivel clamps (PN-1012). Stringing has never been as easy and efficient as it is now with the Eagnas thumb-adjustable clamp. • All-metal spring-assisted swivel clamp base: much easier to use and no muscle needed. Just need one-eighth turn to lock and release the base. See operating procedures. • 360 degree racquet rotator • Convenient tool storage area • Multi-use base with level-adjustable pads • Height adjustable, easy to adjust and string in a more relaxed posture • Tools: 1 6mm allen wrench, 1 5mm allen wrench, 1 3mm allen wrench • Free stringing tools: 1 DP-507 diagonal cutter, 1 NP-500 needle nose pliers, 1 BS-809 tennis awl, and 1 PN-3092 string mover • User’s manual • Free illustrated stringing tutorial guide: show you how to string racquets step by step • String all racquets: tennis, oversized tennis, widebodies, longbodies, fan patterned, squash, racquetball, and badminton. • Easy to convert to table-top stringing machine; just need to remove the stand.

1 year manufacturers guarantee

CENTRING BADMINTON STRINGING MACHINE (+CARRYING CASE)

£224.00 COMPLETE WITH TOOLS FREE DELIVERY TO U.K. MAINLAND.

Specifications: • Six-point, suspension mounting system with micro-adjustable head and throat mounting posts. Manual crank spring tensioning system. Linear ball bearing string gripper: 5-55 pound tension range in pound scales and 2.4-24 kilogram tension range in kilogram scale. 360 degree rotation. 2 floating clamps (flying clamps)

1 year manufacturers guarantee

CENTRING 7000 Tabletop manual

£349.00 COMPLETE WITH TOOLS FREE DELIVERY TO U.K. MAINLAND.

Specifications: • Six-point, suspension mounting system • Manual crank spring tensioning system • Linear ball bearing string gripper • 9-102 pound tension range in both pound and kilogram scales (4.6-46 kilograms) • 360 degree swivel turntable with brake • Four diamond-coated, heavy-duty dual-action stainless steel swivel clamps (fixed clamps): 2 PN-1003 tennis clamps. Handle any diagonal stringing (fan patterned frames)

1 year manufacturers guarantee
CUSTOM STRING HYBRID SYSTEM WITH MINI REELS. Each mini reel holds enough string for 6-7 hybrids (main or cross string) or 3 full rackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAIN STRING</th>
<th>CROSS STRING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALU POWER £34.99</td>
<td>ALU POWER £34.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[K] GUT 16 £42.99</td>
<td>[K] GUT 16 £42.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All round category</td>
<td>Comfort &amp; comfort category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEX</td>
<td>NEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get feel category</td>
<td>Get feel category</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tennis**

- **Power Strings**
  - Pro Hurricane Tour 1.25/1.30
  - Pro Hurricane Tour 1.30
  - Pro Hurricane Tour 1.35
- **Control Strings**
  - Control Code 1.18/1.24/1.28
  - Control Code 1.2/1.25/1.3
  - Pro Hurricane Tour 1.25/1.35
  - Pro Hurricane Tour 1.30
  - Pro Hurricane + Conquest

**Squash**

- **Power Strings**
  - Pro Hurricane Tour + VS Gut
  - Pro Hurricane Tour + Xcel
  - Pro Hurricane + Conquest
  - VS Grip Original
  - VS Grip Original

- **Control Strings**
  - Control Code 1.18/1.24/1.28
  - Control Code 1.2/1.25/1.3
  - Pro Hurricane Tour 1.25/1.35
  - Pro Hurricane Tour 1.30
  - Pro Hurricane + Conquest

- **Comfort Strings**
  - Conquest 1.30
  - Conquest 1.30

- **NEW Hybrid Strings**
  - Sets
  - Pro Hurricane Tour + VS Gut
  - Pro Hurricane Tour + Xcel
  - Pro Hurricane + Conquest

**Tennis**

- **Power Strings**
  - Pro Hurricane Tour 1.25/1.30
  - Pro Hurricane Tour 1.30
  - Pro Hurricane Tour 1.35
- **Control Strings**
  - Control Code 1.18/1.24/1.28
  - Control Code 1.2/1.25/1.3
  - Pro Hurricane Tour 1.25/1.35
  - Pro Hurricane Tour 1.30
  - Pro Hurricane + Conquest

- **Comfort Strings**
  - Conquest 1.30
  - Conquest 1.30

- **NEW Hybrid Strings**
  - Sets
  - Pro Hurricane Tour + VS Gut
  - Pro Hurricane Tour + Xcel
  - Pro Hurricane + Conquest
**coaching aids**

**Tennis**

- **Hard Hat Cones (40)**
  - SRP: £29.99

- **Tristram Space Markers**
  - SRP: £14.99

- **EZ Safety Cones - Collapsible Cones Set of 6**
  - £9.99

- **EZ Throw Down Court Line**
  - SRP: £22.50

- **Wilson Starter Red Balls Pack**
  - SRP: £14.99

- **Wilson Starter Orange Balls Pack**
  - SRP: £14.99

- **Pete Sampras Home Court Kit**
  - SRP: £54.99
  - Special Offer: £39.99

- **Tretorn Throw Down Line**
  - SRP: £29.99

- **EZ Tennis Net 6.1 metres**
  - SRP: £89.99

- **EZ training targets**
  - SRP: £44.99

- **EZ training ladder**
  - SRP: £27.99

- **EZ Rebound Net**
  - Our Price: £99.99

**Squash**

- **Tretorn Space Markers**
  - SRP: £14.99

- **Rebound hitting net**
  - Our Price: £99.99

**Badminton**

- **EZ training targets**
  - SRP: £44.99

- **EZ training ladder**
  - SRP: £27.99

- **Tretorn Space Markers**
  - SRP: £14.99

**Apparel**

- **EZ training targets**
  - SRP: £44.99

- **EZ training ladder**
  - SRP: £27.99

**Footwear**

- **EZ training targets**
  - SRP: £44.99

- **EZ training ladder**
  - SRP: £27.99

**Slazenger**

**mini tennis**

- **Slazenger Mini Tennis Portable Net**
  - This lightweight durable net comes in 3 meter and 6 meter options including carry bag.
  - **3m Net** – 457157: SRP: £79.99, Our Price: £59.99

- **Marker cones**
  - Cones 20pcs (5 Yellow, 5 Blue, 5 Green, 5 Red) – 457146

- **A mini tennis pack**
  - 1 mini tennis carry bag + 4 x Throw down court edge 12 x Throw down court line 6 x Targets 20 x Cones + Product code: 457155
  - SRP: £79.99, Our Price: £74.99

- **ITF Approved Stage 1**
  - Green ball - 60 ball bucket - 343712
  - SRP: £69.99, Our Price: £59.99

- **ITF Approved Stage 2**
  - Orange ball - 60 ball bucket - 343713
  - SRP: £69.99, Our Price: £59.99

**Slazenger believes tennis is a sport for all. We have therefore invested significant resources into developing a range of high quality products to introduce kids and adults to the game and ensure they get the most out of their tennis experience.**
Dry Court Sweeper
SRP: £89.99

Wilson Ball Basket 60
Ball Port
SRP: £44.99
Suitable for coaches

Transition Ball Cart 225
SRP: £99.95
Removable dividers separate different ball types
Suitable for coaches

Transition Ball Cart 225
SRP: £99.95
Removable dividers separate different ball types
Suitable for coaches

36 Ball Port £39.99
80 Ball Port £44.99
Suitable for coaches

80 Ball Basket:
SRP: £34.99

SPECIAL OFFER
Give something that lasts this Christmas

Order before
20 December 2009
Order using code
TNXMAS09

Title_________Initials_________Surname_________________
Address______________________________________________
Postcode______Tel No.________________________Email________________

Payment by Cheque
Please make cheques payable to TennisLife UK Ltd and send with this form to TennisLife UK Ltd
PO Box 2068, Bushey, Herts WD23 3ZF

Payment by Credit Card
Mastercard / Visa / Amex (please delete as appropriate)
Card Number ________________ Security code ________________ Date ________________

Please tick the box if you do NOT wish your details to be used for internal promotions by TennisLife UK Ltd.

To subscribe by phone:
+44 (0)208 955 7043 or visit us online at:
www.tennislife.co.uk/subscribe

Digital subscriptions only £12 delivered directly to your inbox. Digital subscribers have access to ALL back issues of TennisLife UK

Gift Subscription
(only £10 for a full year when purchased with a full price subscription)

Title_________Initials_________Surname_________________
Address______________________________________________
Postcode______